Do you want to Work from HOME & Anywhere (not in Office)?
Just Txt ALEX at 1-604 781-1639

SME Network Group Ltd. Vancouver BC

Use the following services we provide, which can help you a lot:

(1) DaaS:
What is Desktop as a Service (DaaS)
Desktop as a Service (DaaS) is a cloud computing offering that enables businesses to deliver
cloud-hosted virtual desktops to any device, from anywhere. DaaS solutions provide complete
hosted desktops for applications and email securely delivered over the web. They’re simple to buy
and easy to manage, with no software for IT to maintain.
How does DaaS work?
DaaS is offered as a subscription service and is multitenant in nature. The backend virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) infrastructure, including the virtual machines that run desktop operating
systems, is hosted by a third-party cloud provider. The DaaS provider then streams the virtual
desktops to a customer’s end-user devices.
DaaS providers manage the VDI deployment, as well as the maintenance, security, upgrades,
data backup, and storage. And the customer manages the applications and desktop images. DaaS
is a good choice for organizations that don’t want to invest in and manage their own on-premises
VDI.
What’s the difference between VDI and DaaS?
DaaS is VDI, but hosted in the cloud. With VDI, an organization deploys virtual desktops from its
own on-premises data centers. In-house IT teams are responsible for deploying the virtual
desktops as well as purchasing, managing, and upgrading the infrastructure.
DaaS is essentially the same thing but the infrastructure is cloud-based. Organizations that
subscribe to a DaaS offering don’t need to manage their own hardware.
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TOTAL OFFICE PRINTING SOLUTION – SME offers total office printing
solutions to customer who desire to have premium printing service:
Printing Rental

We offer competitive rental rates on black &
white, color, laser printer, inkjet and more.

Printer Repairs & Services
We Repair and Service All printing
Machines.

Printer Sales

We will get you the best price!
Purchase program includes: PRINTER
ADVISORY 90 DAYS WARRANTY
CERTIFIED.

Ecommerce

Ink/Toner Refill

Refill and Save 50-80% on ink
cartridges and laser toner cartridges.

Help & Support

